A novel charge storage method used contact electrification phenomenon was demonstrated on SrTiO3(STO) thin films with high dielectric constant using a modified atomic force microscope(AFM). Here, a biased conductive cantilever was used to deposit the charges by contact electrification and to detect electrostatic force change induced by contact electrified charges. As a result, the writing, reading and erasing were demonstrated with small words and small dots and two adjacent positive charge dots was discriminated with the separation as small as about 63nm. These results revealed potential capability of the present system, i.e., contact electrification on STO For the writing, as shown in Fig.l (a 
l. Introduction
Charge storage in nonvolatile semiconductor memories has been used for data storage for many years. Recently, Barret and Quatet''l demonstrated charge storage trapped in nitride-oxide-silicon (NOS) structure using a scanning capacitance microscope (Scal\d). They achieved a possible recording density of l SMbit/mm2 and the trapped charge was kept over a period of seven days stably. However, its bit size is limited by a spread of depletion region and by a thickness of nitride film. Moreover, tip wear caused by contacts between tip and surface may degrade reliability of data storage and their system seems to be rather complicated.
Quite recently, using a biased atomic force microscope (AFM),3'4) we investigated dissipation of imaged as the peaks of attractive forces. Figure 5 also shows time evolution, at intervals of -37 s, of line-scan data of electrostatic force change due to charge dissipations. This figure also shows the overlapping of two charge dots. Therefore, the size limit with the present setup seem to be -60nm. There are two possible origins of this limit, i.e., the limit of real writing size and the limit of reading size. The limit of writing size may be resulted from the spread of the charges due to surface diffusion. However, the spatial change of electrostatic force in Fig.5 
